Abstract. In dynamic orbit determination, the problem is that a batch estimator assumes use of more sophisticated models for both force and observation models, dealing with large amounts of observations. As a result, the computational workload may not be acceptable for onboard orbit determination. In this paper, the short-arc batch estimation is experimentally studied in order to address both estimation robustness and computational problems in GPS-based onboard orbit determination. The technical basis for the batch estimation will be outlined. The experimental results from three 96-hour data sets collected from Topex/Poseidon (T/P), SAC-C and CHAMP missions are presented. These results have demonstrated that use of shorter data arcs allow for simplifications of both orbit physical and observational models, while achieving a 3D RMS orbit accuracy of meter level consistently.
Introduction
Onboard accurate orbit determination is a fundamental step towards autonomous satellite operation and navigation. Onboard stand-alone GPS navigation solutions are as accurate in low earth orbit as on the ground: currently a RMS positional accuracy of 10 to 20 meters achievable with zero Selective Availability (SA), using the civilian broadcast GPS signals. A satellite orbit is highly predictable with initial states. However, accumulation of orbit force errors may cause orbit solutions to fail. An orbit filter will make use of observations along the orbit to correct force model parameters and provide improved orbit solutions.
Particularly, an orbit improvement procedure is of interest in the following circumstances:
• A higher orbit accuracy, for instance, of meter level, is needed to satisfy advanced space engineering applications, including satellite flying formation and docking, etc (Bertiger et al, 1998) . In addition, a filtered orbit can lead to a more accurate predicting orbit.
• Continuous orbit information is required, but GPS navigation solutions are only available at discrete time epochs, especially when onboard GPS operates intermittently. For instance, the Australia Federation satellite -FedSat -operates 2-by-10 minutes in each orbit period, because of the restriction of on-board power supply (Feng, 1999 ); • GPS-based onboard navigation solutions cannot be provided regularly as the number of GPS satellites in view are sometimes fewer than four. An example is the satellite flying in Geostationary (GEO) orbits, where GPS signals from an average of one to two GPS satellites are tracked from space by the downlooking antenna (Mehlen et al, 2001 , Yunck, 1996 .
• There always exist orbital modeling errors, which sometimes grow beyond the GPS observation uncertainty. Filtering techniques will correct or reduce effects of these modeling errors.
In order to address these problems, the paper presents a robust filtering strategy for onboard spacecraft orbit determination, which allows use of variable data intervals for filtering updates to achieve optimal overall orbit estimation accuracy and solution stability. Solution stability is defined as solution convergence with respect to the epoch state (Feng et al, 1997) . Kalman filtering requires a long data arc to reach the convergent solution. However, dynamic model errors may be accumulated rapidly in the long nominal orbit and the batch least square over the long orbit incurs heavy computational burden, which may be unacceptable for the spacecraft onboard processing environment.
After a brief description of the batch estimation algorithms, the paper presents extensive experimental results from three Low Earth Orbiter (LEO) missions. The experimental studies include both commission and omission errors in an attempt to arrive at a realistic error estimate. The data analysis will focus on effects of orbit dynamic models, GPS measurement quality and the performance of batch orbit filtering solutions with different lengths of data arcs.
Theoretical Basis
From the point of view of celestial dynamics, the differential equation of motion of a satellite could be expressed in this form:
where:
r& & is the satellite acceleration vector r is the satellite position vector GM is the product of the gravitational constant G and earth mass M The perturbed forces acting on the spacecraft include non-spherically and inhomogeneous mass distribution within the Earth (central body); the third celestial bodies (sun, moon etc), earth and oceanic tides; the atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure and geomagnetic effects, etc. Simplification of force models is necessary in the onboard processing environment. However, for low earth orbiters (LEO), special care has to be taken to minimise the effects of the remaining modeling errors of the atmospheric drag force, in order to achieve the required orbit accuracy.
The explicit term for the acceleration due to the atmospheric drag can be presented as
where is the drag coefficient, S/m is the ratio of spacecraft effective area to its mass; is the atmospheric mass density at the current location of the (Barlier at al.1977, Bruinsma and Thuillier, 2000) . To allow for easy autonomous onboard processing, we use a simplified model for the calculation of the upper atmospheric density (Liu, 2000):
In this equation, ρ 0 is the density of the Earth's atmosphere at a reference point with the altitude H 0 ; r is the altitude of the spacecraft; µ= 0.10, σ is the distance between the centre of the Earth and the reference point. In the batch estimation, the value of
is considered as a constant over a short data arc (eg, a few to several hours), or as a function of the arc length:
to be estimated together with the orbit state parameters.
Satellite orbit determination has two distinct procedures: orbit integration and orbit improvement. Orbit integration yields a nominal orbit trajectory while orbit improvement estimates the epoch state with all the measurements collected over the data arc in a batch estimation manner. Generally, numerical methods of varying complexity are applied for propagating the state vector between its update intervals, which are of minutes, hours or days. 
Where X is the state vector (position and velocity), the is the state transition matrix from to t, and calculated from the simplified two-body close-form solution. It was these state transition matrices that make the numerical solution of the integral equation comparatively simple.
To estimate the initial epoch state of the orbit, we need to establish a state equation that relates the state derivations of the current epoch t to the initial epoch t 0 , which can be in the beginning, middle or end of the data arc:
where, is the 6-by-1 state vector; is a physical parameter vector related to solar radiation pressure and/or atmospheric drag coefficients, depending on the orbits and data arcs. The computation of Φ and Φ were given in Appendix A and Equation (15) 
Defining the ∆Z (t) as the augmented state vector
the observation equation for GPS code measurements at the epoch t can be expressed as
where y (t) is the n-by-1 measurement vector for GPS code measurements of the current epoch t, which is the residual between observed range Y (t) and computed range ; H (t) is the n-by-p matrix of partial derivatives of the observations with respect to the elements of ∆Z (t). For simplification, the singledifference technique is applied between satellites to eliminate receiver clock basis at each measurement epoch. ) (t ρ Equation (7) relates the state of different measurement epochs to the state vector at the initial epoch t 0 . Both recursive filter and batch least-squares estimation methods are based on Equations (7) and (8). A satellite trajectory is determined segment by segment. For instance, International GPS Services (IGS) precise GPS orbits are updated every 24 hours. A time span from one initial state-epoch to another may be called a state update interval, or a data arc. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of orbit estimation over each data arc, which is to estimate the initial state bias and bring the nominal orbit to the estimated orbit using GPS measurements. As the initial orbit state may be biased for kilometres, the orbit improvement computation usually involves a number of iterations, depending on the measurement quality and initial biases. The estimates of the initial orbit states are given as follows:
Where, k is the number of measurement simple epochs over a data interval;
is the estimation of the state bias after the jth iteration; P is the estimation of the state variance matrix after the jth iteration; R
i is the variance matrix of the observation vector at each epoch, reflecting the uncertainties of GPS measurements; U is the sum of residuals squares after j-th iteration. The iteration process stops when U agrees with U (j) (j-1) at the acceptable level. The iteration may not necessarily lead to a convergent solution, if the data arc is too short or too long. recursive filtering, short-arc batch estimation, and longarc batch estimation. The batch least-squares estimation usually provides robust and stable orbit solutions, while to achieve stable orbit solutions with a sequential filter, great care has to be taken to deal with modeling errors, observation and process noises. The problem is that longarc batch processing assumes use of more sophisticated models for both force and observation equations, and requires processing of large amounts of observations. As a result, the computational burden may not be acceptable for onboard orbit determination. In this research effort, we test short-arc batch estimation strategies to address both orbit accuracy and computational burden problems for onboard orbit determination with GPS code measurements.
P1M (t) =[P1 (t+1)-P1 (t)]-λ [L1 (t+1)-L1 (t)] PCM (t) =[PC (t+1)-PC (t)]-λ [LC (t+1)-LC (t)]
t=1,2,3…
where PC is ionosphere-corrected code measurements, λ is the wavelength of L1 frequency (1575.42MHz). P1M and PCM mainly contain receiver noise and multipath errors. The standard deviations of the observations P1 and PC are given as:
Experimental Results
The purpose of the experimental studies is to evaluate the performance of the proposed batch estimation strategies for onboard orbit determination, against different data arc lengths. Experimental results are obtained from three LEO missions: TOPEX/Poseidon, SAC-C and CHAMP. Their orbit altitudes are 1340km, 700km and 450km respectively. Due to possible variation of atmospheric conditions between epochs, σ P1 is a conservative estimate of the standard deviation for the measurements P1. Topex/Poseidon (T/P) is a joint project between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the French Space Agency, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES). The T/P satellite carries a 6-channel Motorola Monarch Receiver, which is capable of collecting dual-frequency (L1/L2) data when the GPS anti-spoofing (AS) function is inactive.
Tab. 1 provides a summary of the three sets of GPS flight data. As mentioned above, all data are SA free. Tab. 2 summarizes the RMS values for the three data sets against elevation angle. It is observed that the GPS data with elevation angle below 10 degrees are much noisier than those with higher elevation angles. This is particularly true for CHAMP and SAC-C data sets. Nevertheless, the noise levels of P1 code measurements in the three data sets are still normal. They are 52cm, 32cm and 34cm respectively, showing a consistent data quality.
CHAMP was launched in July 2000 into a circular orbit of 450 kilometres to support geoscientific and atmospheric research; the mission is managed by GFZ in Germany. The GPS payload consists of a BlakJack receiver with 3 antennas, the facing-up antenna provides data for precise orbit determination services, the down facing one for GPS altimeter and the limb antenna for atmospheric sounding (Kuang, 2001 
Measurement Quality and Single Point Positioning Errors
To which extent the orbit solution can be improved by using the batch estimation or filtering procedure depends on not only the estimation models and algorithms, but also the quality of actual measurements. In the discussion below, we present evaluation results for the measurement accuracy and single point positioning solutions (ie, navigation solutions).
The single point positioning (SPP) solutions for CHAMP and SAC-C data were performed using P1 code measurements. The differences between SPP solutions and JPL's POD solutions were obtained for all the data points where there are 4 or more satellites in view. Fig. 2 illustrates the 3D RMS positional accuracy with the Evaluation of code measurement noise level is based on the following equations:
CHAMP data set, plotted against the GDOP values and visibility of GPS satellites. It is clearly seen that there are indeed quite a few data points where only 2 or 3 satellites are visible. With sufficient satellites, GDOP values are evidently worse than those normally experienced on ground. As a consequence, onboard SPP solutions are frequently corrupted, with many cases where the 3D RMS positional uncertainty exceeds 100 meters with SAfree. This fact again shows the importance of on-board orbit improvement procedure to overcome the solution outages. Batch estimation processing is performed with the abovementioned data sets. We first present results with given atmospheric drag coefficient and Solar Radiation Pressure parameter (the default value of the model or estimated from somewhere else), where only 6 state variables are estimated over each data arc. For the whole orbit of 96 hours, the estimation process proceeds with six choices of data intervals: 1h, 2h, 6h, 12h, 24h and 48h. Figure 3 illustrates the 3D RMS orbit errors of the 96h SAC-C orbit, obtained with three data arc options: 1h, 2h and 6h. Figure 4 summarises the overall 3D RMS orbit errors resulted from each data set. Figure 5 compares the batch estimation results from the SAC-C data sets, using 2-h data intervals, with the SPP solutions.
Next, we present results with the atmospheric drag coefficient and Solar Radiation Pressure coefficient estimated along with the six state variables. Figure 6 illustrates the 3D RMS orbit errors of the SAC-C orbit again. Figure 7 summarises the overall 3D RMS orbit errors under different filter strategies for each data set. • Batch estimation with a data arc of either too short (eg. less than 1 hour) or too long (eg, example, over 24 hours) produces poorer filtering results. In general, a data arc of one to four orbit periods appears sufficient for orbit estimation with the state equations with six-state parameters along with atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure parameters. If these physical parameters are estimated simultaneously, better results can be achieved with longer data arcs for the tested LEO orbits. A dynamic approach is necessary to onboard orbit determination at different altitudes for achieving meterlevel orbit accuracy and providing continuous orbit solutions in the circumstances where there are spare samples and/or fewer GPS observations. Our research efforts have been made to test the simple and robust dynamic method  short-arc batch estimation  in order to address both orbit accuracy and computational burden problems for onboard orbit determination with GPS code measurements.
Conclusions
The experimental results from three 4-day data sets from Topex/Poseidon, SAC-C and CHAMP missions have demonstrated that use of shorter data arcs allows for simplifications of both physical and observational models. With a data arc of a few hours, the batch estimation procedure that estimates drag coefficient and solar radiation pressure along with the six-state parameters achieves a 3D RMS orbit accuracy of meter level consistently with GPS code measurements for all the three tested LEO orbits. In general, a data arc of 2 to 6 hours will result in meter level orbit accuracy for low earth orbiting satellites. From these figures, we have the following observations:
• With a data arc of as short as 2 hours, batch estimation for the tested orbits achieves a 3D RMS orbit accuracy of meter level consistently with GPS code measurements. It is noteworthy that the orbit periods for T/P, SAC-C and CHAMP are about 112, 99 and 94 minutes respectively.
• The data arcs required to achieve the best batch estimation results strongly depend on the omissions and commissions of orbit dynamic models and state equations, as well as the orbit altitudes. For instance, for the SAC-C and CHAMP orbits, the best batch estimates are achieved with the data arcs of 6 and 2 hours, respectively, when the six-state parameters are estimated and the atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure coefficients are fixed to the known. If these two additional physical parameters are estimated together with the state parameters, the data arcs for the best orbit filtering results for these two orbits are extended to 12 hours and 6 hours respectively.
